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Abstract 
Nutrition is a cardinal factor to every human being. Food is the fuel to the body and hence, our lives depend on 

the community which feeds us. The question is, the people who feed all, Are they all getting proper nutrition and 

a good lifestyle? Today in the fast paced scenario, the vendors of different sectors could also use the platform of 

e-commerce to increase their profitability. As a consequence, the community which staggers behind to find 

means of commercialization is our Farmers’ community. toTheFarmers is a multipurpose cross platform 

application intended to intensify the commercialization of the Farmers’ community. It is an attempt so that the 

community can collaborate with each other and escalate the opportunities for them, gaining multiple sources 

which as a result could diminish the amount of manual labour for them and foster their living. The aim is to 

bridge the entities of the system as close as possible in accordance to their real time physical distance. The 

same factor is being used to qualify the search results. Moreover, the recommendation pattern issues have been 

taken to resolve by the inclusion of location and timestamp to the algorithm.  
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I. Introduction 
The population of the country today also, approximates more than fifty percent of the total in the 

sector of Agriculture. For the occupation having such a substantial range, it is required that a greater 

transparency should come into it. Moreover, the conventional methods of marketing and labour needs to be 

contemplated in order to incorporate the factor of scalability into it. There can be numerous obstructions which 

could affect a farmer from getting the profit he wants. May be due to inappropriate or limited places to sell, loss 

of money 

in mediation of product, a large field but no workers to work upon, et al. Keeping all of these cases 

and possibilities, the application is delineated in a manner to be utilized by every farmer, be it a field worker, a 

seller or, a farmer who pays workers on daily wage so as to work and plough their field. Every entity can use the 

system to fulfil their needs. As an out-turn a seller gets buyers from the system, a farmer community gets 
workers from the system, similarly workers find field jobs from the system [See Fig.1]. The objective of the 

application is to produce search results and recommendations in account to the real time distance between the 

seller and buyer or the worker or agricultural landlord. Due to this a buyer or worker has to travel least distance 

to find what he wants matching the order of search results. For the recommendation of items to users, the system 

considers collaborative filtering algorithm, traditionally being a user - item based filtering. It functions in 

mapping what ratings a user gives to an item and based on it, suggests items to users having a greater propensity 

to be bought, effecting the profitability of sellers. The algorithm contains certain setbacks which are taken into 

account and monitored on the basis of location and timestamping to add an extra feature to increase the 

effectiveness of the algorithm to the new stimuli. 
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Fig.1. Context Level Data Flow Diagram 

 

II. Search Space Optimization 
A search space is defined as the set of all possible elements which match to a predicate entered by the 

user. In other words, it is the set of all possible situations of the problem that we want to solve could ever be in. 

Combination of all the possible values for all the variables related with the problem [1]. The generation of data 

taking place today is quite prodigious. Therefore, for a software dealing with the real world data, it becomes 

indispensable to keep specific algorithm and criteria to filter the search results concerning to show appropriate 

and useful results from the application to the user. Coming to the domain of toTheFarmers specific search 

space, the search space filtering takes place in three steps. 

a) Bucketing of items at the time of addition by sellers  
b) String Matchup to fetch out items from the respective buckets at the time of search by buyers 

c) Using real time distance based sorting of items so that buyers could reach sellers as soon as possible 

 

2.2 Bucketing 
A bucket data structure is a data structure that uses the key values as the indices of the buckets, and 

store items of the same key value in the corresponding bucket [2]. Also known as fixed cells that is especially 

suitable for queries that cover small windows. A dynamic bucketing structure that maintains a two-level director 

structure and uses a directory doubting and merging technique called extendible hashing. This technique allows 

directories to expand without sacrificing performance as more objects are inserted into the structure [3]. As of 

the problem statement, we could create precomputed stored buckets in order to initialize items into a specific 

cluster. Using bucketing, the overall search space could now be divided among these precomputed sets of 
products. Now, each item will lie in its specific bucket and the retrieval and search of the item will become 

much efficient as compared to searching in a heap of unorganized items. At the time, when the seller entity adds 

an item to the system, there only a dropdown can help him to add the type of product it wants to add in. The 

items can be ranging from zaid crops like cucumber as per quantity to the extent of farming accessories like 

sprayers, handmade – manures, et al. The diagram is a part from the system’s entity relationship diagram which 

represents the item entity, its key and   non – key attributes [See Fig.2]. From the diagram it can be inferred that 

the item being an object could store its itemType which could be further used for mapping, storing and hashing 

it into respective pre – built buckets expeditiously. 
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Fig.2. Item entity and its attributes with available buckets for itemType attribute 

 

2.2 String Matchup 
The system is now filled with multitudinous items which are organized in their respective buckets. 

Now, sellers have stored items in the system and it is the time when a buyer will come finding an item from the 

system. For this part, a string matchup algorithm shall be used in order to search the text matching the pattern 

which the buyer has prompted. Using RegExp class of Dart the implementation of string matchup could be 

easily done. Dart regular expressions have the same syntax and semantics as JavaScript regular expressions. The 

firstMatch method is the main implementation method that applies a regular expression to a string and returns 

the first RegExpMatch. All other methods in RegExp can be build from that. The allMatches to look for all 

matches of a regular expression in a string [4].  

 

2.3 Real Time Distance based Sorting 
After the phase of string matchup, now the system is having all the products which needs to be 

displayed to buyer. As the search was bucketed and matched with texts, the probability of anomalous and 

unrelated results becomes exiguous. Now, comes the part of implementing a distinctive feature of application’s 

search space. Each buyer resides at some location that is it must have its coordinates         ( latitude, longitude ) 

for his place. Similarly, the seller also has its shop set up at some place. Using these coordinates the distance 

between the seller and buyer could be known. This distance will be measured for each product which the buyer 

is going to see. After measuring, the products whose physical availability would have the least distance from the 

buyer will be appearing in as the first search result and in the same manner the product result set would be 

sorted.  

To calculate the real time distance we need some APIs / Plugins, followed by some trigonometric formulae and 

algorithms. 

 

2.3.1 Application Programming Interface 
An application programming interface, or API, enables companies to open up their applications’ data 

and functionality to external third-party developers, business partners, et al. This allows services and products to 

communicate with each other and leverage each other’s data and functionality through a documented interface. 

Need not to know how an API is implemented, can simply use the interface to communicate with other products 

and services. API use has surged over the past decade, to the degree that many of the most popular web 

applications today would not be possible without APIs [5]. 

 

2.3.2 Packages 
Packages enable the creation of modular code that can be shared easily [6]. 

 

2.3.2.1 Dart Packages 
General packages written in Dart, for example the path package. Some of these might contain Flutter specific 

functionality and thus have a dependency on the Flutter framework, restricting their use to Flutter only, for 

example the fluro package [6]. 
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2.3.2.2 Plugin Packages 
A specialized Dart package that contains an API written in Dart code combined with one or more platform-

specific implementations. Plugin packages can be written for Android (using Kotlin or Java), iOS (using Swift 

or Objective-C), web, macOS, Windows, or Linux, or any combination thereof [6]. 

2.3.3 Geolocation 
To get the user’s position on the globe, the geolocation API is used. It provides the user’s latitude and longitude 

of the place where user stands in. The HTML Geolocation API is used to get the geographical position of a user. 

Since this can compromise privacy, the position is not available unless the user approves it [See Fig.3]. It is 

most accurate for devices with GPS, like smartphones [7]. For the system, the flutter geolocation plugin is used. 

It is a plugin which provides easy access to platform specific location services is a plugin known as geolocator 
8.2.0 [8].  

 
Fig.3. Permission request from user 

 

2.3.4 Haversine Formula 
As we know, Earth is a sphere and hence the radians and arcs becomes quite crucial in the calculation 

of the distance between two points on the earth. After getting the latitude and longitude, we can use the law of 

haversines to plot the distance between points. Given a unit sphere, a "triangle" on the surface of the sphere is 

defined by the great circles connecting three points u, v, and w on the sphere [See Fig.4]. If the lengths of these 

three sides are a (from u to v), b (from u to w), and c (from v to w), and the angle of the corner opposite c is C, 

then the law of haversines states – 

                                   
 

 
Fig.4. Spherical triangle solved by the law of haversines [9] 

 

The haversine formula determines the great-circle distance between two points on a sphere given their 

longitudes and latitudes. Important in navigation, it is a special case of a more general formula in spherical 

trigonometry, the law of haversines, that relates the sides and angles of spherical triangles.  

We have – 

  
 

 
 

where d is the distance between the two points along a great circle of the sphere, r is the radius of the sphere. 

This formula allows the haversine of θ to be computed directly from the latitude ( ) and longitude (λ) of the two 

points –  

                                       
To avoid using cosines which cause resolution degradation at small angles – 

where   ,    are the latitude of point 1 and latitude of point 

2 and   ,    are the longitude of point 1 and longitude of point 2. Finally, the haversine function hav(θ), applied 

above to both the central angle θ and the differences in latitude and longitude, is – 
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The haversine function computes half a versine of the angle θ. To solve for the distance d, using the inverse 

haversine to            or use the inverse sine function – 

            
or we can also write it as – 

                
     
 

                 
  
     
 

    

To have this formula implemented on earth, we take            km which stands as an approximate between 

         km at the poles to          km at the equator in accordance to the fact that earth is not a perfect 

sphere [10]. Therefore, by using haversine formula we could get the physical distance knowing the latitudes and 

longitudes of the two points. 

 

2.3.5 Using Haversinal Distance 

The position of a seller is fixed and the position of buyers can be constant or could change variably. 

The application could prompt the seller to get the coordinates of his shop. For the buyer, it is possible that the 

buyer could be moving. For this, the application uses a time interval function which runs every single minute to 

update the location and sort the result set of items in accordance to different seller locations. For example, 

considering buyers as    having latitudes        and longitudes        where [     Buyers in System] and 

sellers    having latitudes        and longitudes        [     Sellers in System] for instance. After the 

calculation of haversinal distance for each   , the edges      could be created which would carry the weight as 

the distance between buyer and item. At this time, when the search results will appear to buyer then they will be 

sorted in accordance to their item edge weight    where   represents the order of the appearance of items to 

buyers [See Fig.5]. The same mechanism would be utilized when a worker would search for a field job. He will 

get all the locations in his reach which were updated into the system by different agricultural landlords. 
 

 
Fig.5. Buyers and Sellers connected with real time distance edge. The Di part of edge represents the order 

of appearance of items to buyers. 

 

III. Recommendation System 
The explosive growth in the amount of available digital information and the number of visitors to a 

system have created a potential challenge of information overload which hinders timely access to items of 

interest on the digital platform. On the application, where the number of choices is overwhelming, there is need 

to filter, prioritize and efficiently deliver relevant information in order to alleviate the problem of information 

overload, which has created a potential problem to many users. Recommender systems solve this problem by 

searching through large volume of dynamically generated information to provide users with personalized 

content and services [11]. 

 

3.2 Collaborative Filtering 
Recommender systems help users find information by recommending content that a user might not know about, 

but will hopefully like. Rating-based collaborative filtering recommender systems do this by finding patterns 
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that are consistent across the ratings of other users. These patterns can be used on their own, or in conjunction 

with other forms of social information access to identify and recommend content that a user might like [12].  

 

3.2.1 Memory based Collaborative Filtering 
Memory-based methods use user rating historical data to compute the similarity between users or items. The 

idea behind these methods is to define a similarity measure between users or items, and find the most similar to 

recommend unseen items [13]. Describing some techniques to perform memory based collaborative filtering –  

 

3.2.1.1 KNN 
This algorithm needs two tasks -  

 Find the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) to the user a, using a similarity function w to measure the distance 

between each pair of users 

                           

 Predict the rating that user a will give to all items the k neighbors have consumed but a has not. 

Analyzing the item j with the best predicted rating. 

This technique is also known as User – Based collaborative filtering [14].  

 

3.2.1.2 Cosine Similarity 
Cosine similarity measures the similarity between two vectors of an inner product space. It is measured by the 

cosine of the angle between two vectors and determines whether two vectors are pointing in roughly the same 

direction [15]. 

 
Fig.6. Similarity using Cosine function [16] 

 

3.2.1.3 Pearson Correlation 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is one of the most popular similarity measures for Collaborative filtering 

recommender system, to evaluate how much two users are correlated [17]. The Pearson correlation coefficient 

gives us a number (least similar: -1; most similar: 1) that represents the similarity between two items [18]. 

 
Fig.7. Pearson Correlation Coefficient Formula 

 

3.1.2 The Cold Start problem 
Collaborative Filtering has been widely used in many areas with different techniques. For this algorithm, 

whichever technique we use, one of the major issue which remains in the algorithm is –  

If a new user arrives to the system, then what can be recommended to him? Each technique for giving 
recommendation needs previous data or mappings such that it could start predictions over an entity. But, what if 

the user has not rated any item, and has just became a part of the application system?  

This problem is known as Cold Start. For every application using method of collaborative filtering, it is 

important that it should have a technique to address the problem of Cold Start. 
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3.1.3 Resolution to Cold Start 
In the application, the methods and formulation which are being used for the optimization of the search space 

will be quite helpful for resolving the problem of cold start. For the collaborative filtering, we are extracting 

specific columns from our database –  

 user_id 

 item_id 

 rating_given 

 location 

 timestamp 

Here, two extra columns location and timestamp are being considered in alteration to traditional filtering 
analysis which works upon only user_id, item_id and rating_given. These two attributes can be utilized 

specifically in relevance to our problem.  

Based upon these, presenting solutions to the cold start -  

 

3.1.3.1 Solution 1:  

Using Location 

When the users are introduced to the system, the application stores a lot of information from the user. Similarly, 

we store the place of living of the users. For this, we take attributes – 

 state 

 city 

 locality 

 pincode 

From these attributes, we create a derived attribute location which is defined as a composed string for every user 

where 

                     city         locality               
Now, for every user this derived attribute will be created and stored. The thought is to use location matchup for 

every buyer this time. To deal with the cold start the filtering algorithm will use a specific function –  

getItemsMappingFromLocation( ) 

The above function will use the string matchup to filter out the buyers who have the same location as of the 

particular user. Whenever the string matchup would become successful, it would fetch out what items have been 

bought or searched by this one. Now, the items which this user has given the highest rating will be appended 

into the list of item_id which would be returned by the function as the suggestion of items for the new user. 
Now, in case for the given pincode, no user exists, then the search range should be increased. The similar thing 

follows for the locality perspective also. Hence, for this whenever the result set would not include any items 

then, the location string will be trimmed from last to the ‘:’ character. Doing this, for the new user, the search 

range for items will be increased. 

 

3.1.3.2 Solution 2: 

Using Timestamp 

The application is formulated in a manner that every time the user opens the app the stored information in the 

database gets updated. For the similar thing, we are storing the timestamp for the user and updating it whenever 

the application restarts. By using the timestamp, the date can be fetched. From the date, we can analyze that it is 

what month and hence we can analyze which crop – season is going on.       The months for the sowing and 

harvesting of the crops are as follows –  

 Kharif Crops –  

- Sown amid July and October 

- Harvested amid September and October  

 Rabi Crops –  

- Sown amid October and November 

- Harvested amid February and April  

 Zaid Crops –  

- Sown amid March and June 

- Harvested amid August and October 

Since, we already have buckets initialized for our crops, we can just select the appropriate bucket and 

recommend items from it to the users in accordance to what crop – season is going on. The crops have their sale 
from the time they are harvested till their sowing time comes back. These recommendations can not only help 

the new buyers to the system, instead it can also be helpful to the sellers, such that they could know that what 

crops are at sale at the moment. The agricultural landlord and sellers can also know from the application that 

which crops are to be sown at the particular time.  
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IV. Conclusion And Future Scope 
The categories on which we have proposed our research are Search Space Optimization with Real Time 

Distance based sorting and Collaborative Filtering robust to Cold Start, both having its significance in the 

domain of agricultural application. Because of these techniques the users can save their time to buy a product 

and the sellers can scale their profitability. For the recommendation part, an existing user can get product 

recommendation on the basis of his activity whereas every new user can get recommendations from either the 

item set which is mostly bought and highly rated in his surrounding or on the basis of the crop season going on. 

All these algorithms and workflow are presented for toTheFarmers application which is a mobile application 
and can be utilized by the farmers’ community to leverage their living.  

The future scope is to analyze and collect more data from the users so as to give better and more 

appropriate results to them. The itemized collaborative filtering can be enhanced with the model based 

collaborative filtering. The bucketing process can be more robust and the concept of clustering can be used for 

it. We are constantly working on acquiring more sturdy methods to build a better service to the community. 
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